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secretary ... - the civil war diary of gideon welles, lincoln's secretary of the navy gideon welles, willaim e
gienapp, erica gienapp published by university of illinois press welles, gideon & gienapp, willaim e. & gienapp,
erica. the civil war diary of gideon welles, lincoln's secretary of the navy: the original manuscript edition. hurry
union naval ii joseph murray ruppert ommander, navy - the navy at that time. gideon welles, secretary
of the navy under abraham lincoln, reflected that there were few practical options to counter this southern
strategy. welles wrote in his diary on december 26, 1863: there is no little censure because fast vessels are
not a civil war ‘what if…?’ - nnapprentice - but, she was still the most valuable floating asset the union
navy had at gosport. gideon welles, lincoln’s secretary of the navy, expected her to become a vital part of
what was then a relatively small navy, and set about to have her moved to philadelphia. international
journal of naval history - international journal of naval history volume 1 number 1 april 2002 ... secretary of
the navy, gideon welles had but twelve to call upon to enforce the blockade of a 3,500 mile coastline; the ...
letter from fox to captain samuel f. du pont, commandant of the philadelphia navy j. welles henderson
archives and library of independence ... - j. welles henderson archives and library of independence
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memorandum, fdr to secretary of state cordell hull and under secretary of state sumner welles, december 1,
1941: ... telephone call from secretary of the navy frank knox who told him that the navy department had lt.
john l. worden at the start of the civil war - lt. john l. worden at the start of the civil war by robert l.
worden annapolis, maryland ... d.c. with orders from secretary of the navy gideon welles, dated april 2, 1861,
“to report to the department for special duty ... he reports that the department has received a letter from
officers of greek descent in the union navy, 1861-1865 - officers of greek descent in the union navy,
1861-1865 ... and commendation by secretary gideon welles." the commendatory letter from the secretary of
the navy, dated september ... letter published in the portsmouth (va) may 2, 1923, provides another general
chapter twenty-two “you can have no conflict without being ... - of supplies left but even more amazed
at a letter from general scott stating that anderson and his fellow officers “now see no alternative but a
surrender, in some weeks, more or ... (new york: twayne publishers, 1959), 40-42; john niven, gideon welles,
lincoln's secretary of the navy (new york: oxford university press, 1973), 325. 19 beale ...
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